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Online videos
Videoconferences, Videoconsultations presentation, testimonies






       [image: ]       To avoid pain, be sure to organize your working time on the instrument, to respect the breaks, it is essential. This table will help you. Download it for free.
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Books which answer

your questions

	
The Day My Hand Stopped Playing: Treating musician's dystonia: Aurélien's story"   Published on June 1, 2022
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From warming up to dealing with stress before a competition, Coralie Cousin, physiotherapist for musicians and specialist in musicians'health issues such as pain and tendinitis, tells you everything in her book « The Musician a high-level Athlete ». Aimed at musicians experiencing pain due to extensive practice of their instrument, this book contains thorough advice with illustrations so that readers feel confident about putting the suggestions into practice.
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				    Coralie Cousin

A graduate in physiotherapy, Coralie Cousin has been a specialist in the retraining of musicians' hands for twenty years.

She has opened her own « Musicians Clinic » in the 13th district of Paris in France. She has treated over 6 000 musicians and is the official therapist for musicans at the renowned École Normale de Musique de Paris Alfred Cortot as well as for the National Orchestra d'Ile-de-France.

Through numerous articles, conferences and interviews on radio and television, she offers help to  prevent musculoskeletal disorders. Thanks to her work, musicians find back the joy of playing without suffering 

			      

				  

  Disclaimer 

  The main purpose of this site is to further your knowledge of health problems. 

The information and advice provided here will never substitute those of your medical advisor. They are intended to enlighten you and help you make the right decisions, but they do not replace a consultation with your medical doctor.
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The information and advice provided here will never substitute those of your medical advisor. They are intended to enlighten you and help you make the right decisions, but they do not replace a consultation with your medical doctor.

Coralie Cousin  5, cité Riverin - 75010 Paris - France.






   

